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Media Kit

PRINT | DIGITAL

| SOCIAL

P latforms
American Cake Decorating magazine is the premier cake-decorating resource for the customers
you want—professionals as well as enthusiasts looking to improve their skills. These talented
decorators are also looking for new products and resources—they comment that the ads are just
as important as the content—the perfect place for your marketing message!
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AND MORE!
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EMAIL & SOCIAL

MEDIA INQUIRIES: marketing@americancakedecorating.com

Magazine

ADVERTORIAL OPTIONS

PRINT & DIGITAL

An ad in our print/digital issue of American Cake Decorating magazine will reach
nearly 15,000 subscribers and will show your customers your company is committed
to providing excellent, relevant, and innovative products.

Interior Page Advertising

adults made a purchase
because of something they saw
in a magazine in 2016.

• FULL PAGE
• HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL
• HALF PAGE VERTICAL
• SPOTLIGHT FEATURE
Spotlight Feature is an 1/8 page ad
that must be changed each edition if
purchasing more than one time.

Icing Images Canvas
Wafer Paper
Gold flex fabric
Long, shallow dish
Lace mat
Stencil
Paint palette
Scraper
Large fluffy brush

WITH CANVAS
WAFER PAPER

• INSIDE FRONT COVER • INSIDE BACK COVER • BACK COVER
All cover positions are contracted for six issues and advertisers are entitled to
first right of refusal for the following year.

Sponsored Tutorial

Rachel Andino is a selftaught cake artist who started
decorating cakes at the age
of 12 when she couldn’t find
the quality she wanted in
other bakeries around town.
Rachel is now 23 and opened
wedding-cake bakery Custom
Confections with her mom at the age of 19 in Jacksonville,
FL. Their specialty is sugar floristry and custom-designed
wedding cakes. Rachel has been published in various
magazines and blogs.

spring!

3

Tip-ons, cover wraps, and inserts available.
Contact your sales representative for pricing and details.

5

6

4. Measure the height of your tier. Cut your canvas sheet
horizontally, to follow the streaks we just created. You
will most likely be able to get two strips out of each sheet
(depending on the height of your tier).

2. Work with your canvas sheet turned vertically. Mix your
petal dust with vodka to make a thin paint. Use the stiffbristle brush to paint the sheet, using horizontal strokes.
Use a light touch to create streaks that will imitate strands
of silk. Allow to dry.

Nellieandino.wix.com/customconfections
Instagram.com/customconfections19
Facebook.com/customconfections19

MATTER OF TASTE

TEATIME

July/August 2019

Treats

BY CHEF BLAQUE SHELTON

Chef Bl que Shelton shares
a delectable treat that is
the perfect addition to your
next tea party! Inspired by a
treasured food memory, Chef
Bl que creates a LemonPistachio Crème Puff that is a
perfect balance of sweet and
refreshing, tender and crisp!
These mouthwatering bites
are sure to be a hit with family,
friends, and clients alike!

5. Line up your stencil to where you want the pattern to start.
(Be sure to leave enough space on the bottom for the lace
appliqués added in a later step.) Mix your gold luster dust
with vodka to make a paste. Use your sponge to apply the
gold paste to your stencil while holding it firmly to the
canvas sheet.
3. Load your pearl sheen into the airbrush and adjust the speed
Rachel’s Pro Tip: If you are using an element from a larger
to a medium setting. Airbrush using a horizontal motion,
stencil, block out the nearest parts with masking tape so you
coating the entire sheet. This is to imitate the natural
don’t have any bleeding.
shimmer that these fabrics tend to have. Allow to dry.
Rachel’s Pro Tip: If you don’t have an airbrush, you can dust
6. Measure the distance and repeat step 5 to create a pattern.
Often
when
I
was
growing
up
my
sitting
the sheet with dry pearl luster dust for a similar effect.
Linkgrandmother
up multiple would
sheets be
to be
sureatthat the element falls in
the kitchen table drinking coffee
the morning
siblings
theincorrect
place while
when my
each
sheet is added to the cake.
and I got ready for school. I remember that sometimes she used
to sneak me a sip of her coffee here and there. Probably
not
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best thing to do but I grew to look forward to it. Later, she would
take us out for coffee, and I would always get a Boston crème
doughnut and hot chocolate. There was just something about
the combination of the sweet dough and that Bavarian filling
topped with chocolate icing that was divine to me. Not to mention
the sugar overload. It became a regular routine for us, sort of a
tradition on the weekends. Eventually, over the years I learned that
my grandmother had been diagnosed with diabetes and wasn’t
supposed to be eating all of the sweets and coffee. Our weekend
tradition was threatened and I didn’t know what to do.
Growing up, I always loved cooking and being in the kitchen. Born
and raised on the south side of Chicago, I always had a passion
for food and an eye for creativity. I grew up in a household low
on money and high on creativity and used whatever resources we
had to make things happen. I remember being sad learning about
my grandma’s diagnosis and treating her ailment meant we had
to cut back, and so our coffee outings became a thing of the past.
But I just couldn’t let it go! So, I researched a ton of ways to make
doughnuts. I was determined to learn how to make them;
on a tight budget, I was forced to get creative and I
made a list of what we had in the pantry. Through
MY EXPERIMENTS
some research, I stumbled upon choux paste
(pronounced shoo). It was cheap, seemed easy
RESULTED IN MY
to make, and I already had all the ingredients—
SIGNATURE LEMONand, even better, it had very little sugar. The
wheels started spinning in my head.
PISTACHIO CRÈME PUFFS,

“

Matter of Taste

WHICH ARE FILLED WITH
LEMON CRÈME CHANTILLY
AND TOPPED WITH A
VANILLA BEAN GLAZE,
LEMON ZEST, AND
CHOPPED AND TOASTED
PISTACHIOS.

Thrilled and hopeful, my experiments
began. I made doughnuts, éclairs, cream
puffs, and so much more, improving my
recipe every time. After convincing my
granny to try the new “doughnuts” I made,
she was captivated. I kept experimenting until
I found her all-time favorite: cream puffs.

Test Kitchen
Our “How to” feature. Have one of our team members
“review” your product in issue. Includes product and company
description, product features description and short recipe or
tutorial demonstrating how to use the product.

JAN/FEB 2020

1

Additional Opportunities

4

3

”

I wanted to capture the experience of biting into
a doughnut—a texture that wasn’t too doughy while
avoiding something that was too crisp. I knew in order to
round out the experience, I had to have a filling; a smooth and
mellow filling that was similar to the Boston crème doughnut my grandmother and
I always ate but with a little kick. It was a given that it had to be topped with glaze.
My experiments resulted in my signature Lemon-Pistachio Crème Puffs, which are
filled with Lemon Crème Chantilly and topped with a vanilla bean glaze, lemon
zest, and chopped and toasted pistachios. Simply put, they are a little bite of
heaven! I took the presentation up a notch by adding touches of edible gold leaf.
The end result is something that is light and airy, with crisp and soft textures, filled
with clean citrus notes. Although it may sound a bit intimidating, anybody can recreate this special treat—from the stay-at-home mom to the Michelin-star chef.
10 americancakedecorating.com

January/February 2019

TEST KITCHEN

Chef Bl que Shelton is the owner of
Black Rose Pastries, a bakery specializing in
custom cakes, cupcakes, cookies, pastries,
and other edible confections in Chicago, IL.
Blaque is a multi-award-winning artist and
the 2018 champion of Netflix’s Sugar Rush.
January/February 2019

Photography by: RPI images, Shaun Dubaii

of readers still have the old
edition in hand when the new
edition arrives.
Statistics based on a 2016 study.

MAR/APR 2020

Most days, when I’m whipping up a batch of royal, it turns out exactly as intended—
perfectly pipable and structurally sound. But then there are those times when it can
be uncooperative, stubborn, and a pain in the pastry bag.

From compound borders to
string work, nirvana panels
to bas-relief, royal icing
offers a world of decorating
possibilities, so we were
royally intrigued by this latest
collaboration from More Than
Cake and royal-icing master
Kathleen Lange. Derek
Aimonetto and Michael
Lewis-Anderson test-drive
“A Royal Mix,” a brand-new
royal-icing premix, in our Test
Kitchen column.

Derek Aimonetto is a food writer and frequent
contributor to American Cake Decorating. He
is the owner of Sweet Life Cakes, Cookies, and
Confections near Madison, WI, and has been
baking and decorating for more than 20 years.

FINICKY FROSTING
Royal icing is temperamental! Its success depends on getting the right consistency
for the type of technique you are trying to do. But that consistency can easily change
depending on factors like temperature, humidity, the moisture content of the egg
whites, and the whims of the sugar gods. When that happens, the icing can be soft,
droopy, and unable to hold a structure.

derek@sweetlifemadison.com

After struggling with these issues for years, I just learned to live with it. I thought that
was just the way it was meant to be. You can probably imagine how thrilled I was to
hear that More Than Cake, purveyors of some of my favorite powdered flavorings,
was branching out with a new royal-icing premix, simply called “A Royal Mix.”
Jacqueline Curtis collaborated with royal-icing master Kathleen Lange to develop,
test, and bring the product to the marketplace.
Unlike other royal-icing mixes I have tried, A Royal Mix is a powder you add to
confectioners’ sugar. To make the icing, simply add 16g (2 tablespoons plus 1
teaspoon) of A Royal Mix powder to 250g (2 cups) of 10x icing sugar in a stand
mixer fitted with a paddle attachment. Add 45ml (3 tablespoons) warm water and
mix on medium-low speed for seven minutes.
A SWEET SURPRISE
On my first attempt at making icing using A Royal Mix, the resulting icing was not
only the best royal icing I have ever made from a mix but was the best royal icing
I had EVER made—period. It was exactly as experts describe royal icing to be:
glorious stiff peaks with the consistency of toothpaste.
I couldn’t wait to get piping, and to my great joy the icing worked
beautifully. I piped large pillows with starburst tips and the icing
maintained its shape down to the smallest of details with no softness
or relaxation. It dried quickly and fully supported additional layers
of piping to create complex compound borders. I tried the icing
with some oriental string work, and the icing had just the right
amount of stretch but dried to a sturdy structure with not a
single break.
Not only was A Royal Mix easy to make and a joy to work
with, it solves another major problem. It eliminates so much
waste! Through the years, I had found I could get better results
making royal icing from scratch if I made a large two-pound
batch. But with A Royal Mix, a single batch makes approximately
250g (2 cups) of icing, which is enough to do most projects
outside of multilayered Lambeth borders. There’s no need to make a
large batch and throw most of it out.

“

ON MY FIRST
ATTEMPT AT MAKING ICING
USING A ROYAL MIX, THE
RESULTING ICING WAS NOT ONLY
THE BEST ROYAL ICING I HAVE
EVER MADE FROM A MIX BUT
WAS THE BEST ROYAL ICING I HAD
EVER MADE—PERIOD.
—DEREK AIMONETTO

”
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MAY/JUN 2020

Editorial Close: 10/22/2019

Editorial Close: 12/20/2019

Editorial Close: 2/21/2020

Ad Reservation Due: 12/9/2019

Ad Reservation Due: 2/4/2020

Ad Reservation Due: 4/8/2020

Materials Due: 12/12/2019

Materials Due: 2/10/2020

Materials Due: 4/13/2020

4

JUL/AUG 2020

SEP/OCT 2020

americancakedecorating.com 11

Royal icing is a beautiful, timeless medium that offers unending possibilities to sugar
artists. I truly love working in this medium, but I must admit my relationship with
royal icing could probably benefit from some couples counseling.

CALENDAR
2

1. Bleteleh Bleteleh Stainless
Steel Cake Decorating Tool
Set and Bleteleh Extra Large
commercial dough cutter/
bench scraper. Looking for a
large cake scraper to spread
buttercream or frosting? Look
no more. Made from
high quality stainless steel. Will
make icing a large cake a
breeze! www.bleteleh.com 2.
Sweet Sticks This Australian
company is making big waves
in the U.S. with their range
of edible metallic paints. We
particularly loved that their
metallic range was 100 percent
edible and FDA-approved,
and the metallics included everything
from soft silver to
trendy rose gold! For U.S. sales
enquiries, contact www.
sweetelizabethcakes.com 3. EZ
Greazy Making their
debut at the show was EZ Greazy.
This shortening-based
pan release comes in a convenient
resealable package
and can be brushed onto cake
pans and cake tins for a
perfect release every time. We
can’t wait to try it! www.
ezgreazybaking.com 4. Fresh
Origins Hand harvested
at the peak of flavor and color,
fresh herbs, fruit and
edible flowers are combined
with cane sugar to lock in
their natural, just-picked flavor.
The colors are beautiful.
The flavors are unique. The crispy,
crunchy texture is
extraordinary. 800-263-0812,
FreshOrigins.com.

2

1. Use the medium-size soft-bristle brush to buff the dry petal
dust into the canvas sheet. (Be sure to dust the edges as
well.) Don’t worry about it being uneven or splotchy, as this
is only the first layer.

Photography by: Sarah Hedden Photography,
SarahHeddenPhotography.com
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March/April 2019

The Ho t List

Our hottest tools of the

Scissors
X-Acto knife
Gold luster dust
Vodka
Airbrush pearl sheen
Cake covered in
fondant in same color
as your petal dust
(size of your choice)

Preparing Canvas Sheet

BY DEREK AIMONETTO

The average time spent
reading digital-editions of
magazines (per issue).

Petal dust (color of
your choice)
Water brush
Stiff-bristle brush
Medium-size softbristle brush
Small detail brush
Sponge brush
Airbrush

BY RACHEL ANDINO

Creating decorative elements on a cake such
as a drape, gathered ruffles, robe, or shawl
have traditionally been done with gum paste.
With new products hitting the cake-decorating
market, we now have many options to choose
from. Out of the Box Finalist Rachel Andino
used the new Canvas
Wafer Paper by Icing
Images to create an Indian
sari. The texture she was
able to easily achieve
without molds or specialty
rolling pins makes this a
must-read and -try tutorial.

A Royal Mix

Cover Advertising

americancakedecorating.com

COMPONENTS

Indian
Wedding Sari

Our stunning recipe feature. Have one of our cake
professionals use your products in a delicious recipe feature.
Double page spread with photography, product shots, web
links and product description. Royalty free images provided.

• QUARTER PAGE

The Hot List ad is available in every issue.
Advertiser supplies 30 words or less of
copy, headline, high-resolution image, and
contact info. Assembled by the magazine’s
production staff.

TUTORIAL

Looking for an innovative way to showcase your product,
then try an engaging sponsored tutorial feature. We’ll get
your products into the hands of one of our design experts,
who will create a stunning tutorial showcasing your product.
Prominent product photography, product description,
web links provided.

ADVERTISING OPTIONS

“The Hot List” Ads

Take advantage of our unique sponsored
editorial opportunities and get your product in
front of our readers!

NOV/DEC 2020

Editorial Close: 4/19/2020

Editorial Close: 6/20/2020

Editorial Close: 8/21/2020

Ad Reservation Due: 6/5/2020

Ad Reservation Due: 8/6/2020

Ad Reservation Due: 10/7/2020

Materials Due: 6/11/2020

Materials Due: 8/13/2020

Materials Due: 10/12/2020

MEDIA INQUIRIES: marketing@americancakedecorating.com

DigitalMagazine

Margin Ad
Place your message next to
one of our popular columns so
our readers see your company
and products while they read
the information—motivating
them to buy your products!
Specs: 160 x 600 pixels,
RGB JPG format
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Hot New Producʦ
SATIN ICE INTRODUCES
THEIR SHIMMER
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BUTTERCREAM KNIFE PAINTING
EPIC GENDER REVEALS
COCOA BUTTER VELVET
FLAMINGLE PARTY CAKES
INSIDE-SURPRISE CAKES
AND MORE!

GORGEOUS FAIRY TOPPERS
STATEMENT SUGAR FLOWERS
SCULPTED CAKES AND
INTERNAL STRUCTURES
APRIL 2019 • ISSUE 419
BUTTERCREAM
BOUQUETS
EASY MERINGUE
FLOWERS

JUNE 2019 • ISSUE 420

ADVERTISING OPTIONS
Page Inserts

YOUR AD HERE

Add your story into the
pages of ACD’s digital issues!
These affordable rates let
you tell your story in our
popular issues forever. Add a
demonstration video for even
more impact and let readers
see your article as part of the
issue you select.
Specs: 8.125" x 10.875"
or 585 x 783px, PDF format

Presentation Page
Available for the space to the left of the front cover, as well as to
the right of the back cover. This can be any size you would like, as
long as it is no larger than the issue itself (specified below).
Specs: 8.125" x 10.875" or 585 x 783px, PDF format

americancakedecorating.com

YOUR AD HERE

Reach thousands of new customers by
making an impression with ACD’s exciting
new digital opportunities. Be the first to
contract exclusive positions opposite the front
cover, with demonstration videos or next to an
article that highlights your products.
ACD has several affordable options to
maximize your marketing dollars!

ADVERTISING OPTIONS

Insert Company
Brochure or
Customized Content
It’s simple to add your company
brochure, catalog, or customized
article to ACD’s magazine.

Videos

Slideshows

Video must be in MP4, F4V, or FLV video format with the
following requirements:

Auto slide:
True – Images will
automatically transition from
one to the next.
False – Left and right arrows
have to be clicked in order
to navigate through images.
Delay(ms):
Determines how long each
image displays.
Slideshow finish option:
Loop – Slideshow will loop
after last image of slideshow.
Stop – Slideshow will end on
the last image.
Display type:
Embedded – Embeds the
slideshow on the desired page.
Popup – Slideshow pops up
and starts by clicking on a link.

Bitrate: The recommended bitrate is between 300kb/s and 700kb/s.
File Size: The maximum file size for a video is 100MB.
Duration: Videos must have a duration of 1 second or more.
Audio Codec: The only supported audio codec for FLV files is MP3.
Video Codec: MP4 files must use the H.264 or x264 codecs for
video and the AAC or MP3 codecs for audio.

The images must be .jpeg format.
For better compatibility, please
upload an image that uses RGB
colorspace, otherwise your image
will automatically convert to
RGB colorspace.

MEDIA INQUIRIES: marketing@americancakedecorating.com

ACD

Website

ADVERTISING OPTIONS
Website Home Page

American Cake Decorating can take your digital advertising to the next level!
Whether it is having your product featured on ACD’s website or taking
advantage of dedicated landing pages, ACD can help!

Place your logo and information on the home
page of the ACD website. Ad is responsive
& mobile friendly and can link to the page of
your choice.

250,000 Unique Visitors a Year

A

to the Website & Growing

B

Slider Bar Ad
1980 x 624px, 3 second countdown

Leaderboard Ad
790 x 150px, Static Image

Slider Bar

C

Medium Rectangle Ad
300 x 250px, Static Image

D

Sponsored Blog Slider Bar Ad
See below for Sponsored Blog Posts.
1980 x 624px, 3 second countdown

A
E

Featured Product

Sponsored Blog Posts
Have one of our cake professionals use your product
and blog about it on ACD’s website. Your company’s
logo and link will be included in the post along with
images of your product. Includes complimentary
social media post, giveaway of the featured product
to generate engagement and sharing, and a feature of
the blog post in our Slice newsletter.

Have a new, seasonal, or tried-and-true product
you want to promote? Try our Featured
Product tab on the ACD website. 300 x 175 px,
Static Image

Medium Rectangle
B

Content Creation
C

Leaderboard

D
E

Blog Slider Bar
americancakedecorating.com

Featured Product

Let our experts bring your message to life.
Add-on includes:
• On-trend cake or recipe showcasing
the product.
• Mini tutorial or how-to featuring your
product in use.
• High-resolution photography.

Product Landing Page
• Dedicated landing page supports SEO for
product/brand & user experience
• Ability to incorporate text, images, videos,
URLs/ Click to Calls
• Static or Dynamic creatives available 
• Visible to thousands of viewers
• Links to dedicated landing page OR
requested URL/Website
• Responsive, user & mobile friendly
MEDIA INQUIRIES: marketing@americancakedecorating.com

E-Newsletters

Social Media

Want to reach customers who are interested in cake-decorating products?
Have your company and products included in one of ACD’s E-Newsletters.

290,000

Tap into ACD's
(& Growing)
Engaged Cake Followers!

American Cake Decorating digital specialists can provide:
• A/B Split Testing
• Graphic Design
• Subject Name & Emoji Support
• CTA (Call To Action)
• Mobile Responsiveness
• Text/Copy
• Retarget Marketing
• Reporting, Analytics, & Insight

92,770

193,000

fans

Active Email Subscribers
3% +
CTR

E-NEWSLETTER OPTIONS
Slice

followers

2,800
followers

Top Location

30,000 +

20% +
Open Rate

followers

2,330

up

USA
33.2%

Mobile
63.8%

Desktop
36.2%

16%

from

up

2018

13.5%

from

2018

Social Media
Giveaway Package!
A featured giveaway coordinated
across our social media platforms
for maximum engagement.

Slice reaches more than 20,000 dedicated
professionals and enthusiasts each month. Blasts
out the second week of every month.

Bundle
& Save
E-Spotlight
Exclusive advertising in an e-blast. Only your
company promotion is sent to our list of electronic
opt-in subscribers. Available on a weekly basis.

americancakedecorating.com

Check out our
Sweet Digital Deals
(Next Page).

MEDIA INQUIRIES: marketing@americancakedecorating.com

Social
Sweets

Digital
Sprinkles

Digital
Sundays

Digital
Dessert Bar

1 Facebook Post with
company tags

N

N

N

N

1 Instagram Post
with company tags

N

BUNDLE
& SAVE!

N

N

N

Sizes and
Specifications

1 Instagram Story
with company tags

N
N

Dedicated
ESpotlight Email
Campaign
with links to landing
page of choice

M

Website Market
Place Ad
with links to landing
page of choice

M

Slice Newsletter
Logo Insertions
with links to landing
page of choice
Sponsored Blog
Post for a tutorial or
recipe content
with links to landing
page of choice

Extra
Toppings...

N
N
x1

N
N
x1

N
N
x3

1/2 PAGE V

1/2 PAGE H

Inches

Pixels

Full page trim size

8.125" x 10.875"

585 x 783

Full page bleed

8.375" x 11.125"

603 x 801

7.75" x 10.5"

558 x 756

7.125" x 5"

513 x 360

3.475" x 9.875"

247.5 x 711

All ads must be supplied as high-res digital files
in PDF or JPEG format (minimum 300 dpi). Any
ad materials supplied in any other format may
be charged production fees, including ads with
incorrect color formatting and ads with incorrect
font formatting. This magazine is not responsible
for the reproduction of any ads not supplied
in the approved format. All materials must be
supplied at 100% of the finished ad size.

3.475" x 5"

247.5 x 360

All colors must be set as CMYK.

Full page live area
Half page vertical
Quarter page
DESIGN SERVICES

E-NEWSLETTERS

If you need assistance creating an ad, our art director can design an ad
for you to your specifications.

Slice
Logo and Link
Slice reaches more than 20,000
dedicated professionals and
enthusiasts each month. Blasts out
the second Tuesday of every month.

• Complete ad design (any size)
• Basic modifications to existing ad (native file required)
• Edit text/change photo (native file required)

M

M
Extend your sweet deal
to a 3 months package
and get all the above
every month plus 1 free
social media giveaway.
Keep your Social Sweets
going with a 6 months
package and you get all
the above every month
plus 2 free social media
giveaways.

x1

M

M

Most
Popular!

x1

x3

x2

x6

x1

x2

Extend your Digital
Sundays deal to a 3
months package and get
all the above every month
plus 1 free social media
giveaway.

Extend your Digital
Dessert Bar deal to a 3
months package and get
all the above every month
plus 1 free social media
giveaway.

Keep your Digital
Sundays deal going with
a 6 months package and
you get all the above
every month plus 2 free
social media giveaways.

Keep your Digital Dessert
Bar deal going with a 6
months package and you
get all the above every
month plus 2 free social
media giveaways.

1/4 PAGE

PRINT AD GUIDELINES

Half page horizontal
1 Twitter Post
with company tags

FULL PAGE

CONTENT CREATION FEES
If you need assistance creating an engaging tutorial, recipe, or editorial
profile, our team can help!
• Complete mini-tutorial with high-resolution photography/
social media graphics
• Complete full-length tutorial with detailed step-by-step and highresolution photography/social media graphics
• Recipe feature showcasing your product with detailed steps, process
shots, and product shots
• Editorial product review or business profile
• Short promotional (sped up) video for social media sharing

For each E-Spotlight, please send:
• E-blast subject line: (Example)
This Week’s E-Spotlight:
<Company Name> Introduces
<New Product>
• Introduction or headline

WEBSITE
Get your brand in front of 300,000
unique visitors on the ACD website!
Ad can link to the page of your
choice. This will be on the website
for one month. All images must
be 72 dpi or higher, JPEG or PNG
format, RGB color. Design services
available upon request.

E-Spotlight
Exclusive advertising in an e-blast.
Only your company promotion
is sent to our list of electronic
opt-in subscribers. Available on a
weekly basis.

• 100 words of body copy
Ad Space

Pixels

Leaderboard Ad

790 x 150

Medium Rectangle Ad

300 x 250

Blog Slider Bar Unit

1980 x 624

Featured Product

300 x 175

• Image should be 72 dpi or higher,
JPEG or PNG format, RGB color
• Links to where you want
recipients to find you, either
website or email address
• Other contact information

Get in Touch

Reach out marketing team by email
marketing@americancakedecorating.com
or by phone 651-330-0574

